HOW DO THE STAGESOURCE AUDITION TIERS WORK?

START HERE

ARE YOU A CURRENT AEA MEMBER?

YES

ALL EQUITY AUDITIONS ARE:
MONDAY, APRIL 6

NO

ARE YOU A CURRENT STAGESOURCE MEMBER?

YES

BASED ON PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE & AUDITION HISTORY, YOU WILL BE SORTED INTO EITHER...

TIER ONE

OR

TIER TWO

NO

VISIT StageSource.org AND BECOME A MEMBER

YES

ARE YOU SINGING FOR YOUR AUDITION?

NO

ALL TIER ONE AUDITIONS ARE:
SATURDAY, MARCH 14

THE AUDITORS WILL RECOMMEND SELECT AUDITIOENES TO ATTEND TIER TWO

IF YOU AREN'T SELECTED TO ATTEND TIER TWO, YOU MAY REQUEST FEEDBACK FROM THE AUDITORS

YES

TIER TWO NON-SINGING AUDITIONS ARE:
SUNDAY, APRIL 5

TIER TWO SINGING AUDITIONS ARE:
TUESDAY, APRIL 7

450 ARTISTS
40 PRODUCERS
ZERO WAITLIST